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Abstract
This module provides practice problems which develop concepts related to tree diagrams, in preparation for later homework sets on probability.

Exercise 1
The following tree diagram represents all the possible outcomes if you ip a coin three times.

Figure 1

Use the diagram to answer the following questions.

a.

One possible outcome is First ip heads, second ip tails, third ip heads. Locate and
circle this outcome on the diagram.

Then, in the space below, answer the question:

what is the probability of that particular outcome?

b.
c.
d.
e.

What is the probability that all three ips will be the same?
What is the probability that
What is the probability that

exactly one of the coins will end up heads?
at least one of the coins will end up heads?

Suppose there were a thousand people in a room. (A really big room.) Each one of those
people pulled out a coin and ipped it three times. Roughly how many people would
you be able to say, All three of my ips came out the same?
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Exercise 2
There are seven dierent types of star. In order of decreasing temperature, they are: O, B, A, F,
G, K, and M. (Some astronomers remember this based on the mnemonic: Oh, be a ne girl: kiss
me.) Within each stellar type, stars are placed into ten subclasses, numbered from 0 to 9. Our
own sun is a type G, subclass 2.

a.

How many dierent type-and-subclass categories are there? (In other words, if you drew

b.

Of these type-and-subclass categories, how many of them have a

the tree diagramwhich I am not recommendinghow many leaves would there be?)
vowel, and a

c.

number (subclass)

letter (type)

that is a

that is a multiple of 3?

If you surveyed a thousand randomly chosen stars, how many of them would you expect
to be G2 like our own sun?

Exercise 3
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the U.S. population crossed the 300 Million mark in the
year 2006.

In that year, three out of four people in the U.S. were considered white; one out

of four belonged to minority ethnic groups.

(*Hispanic or Latino was not considered a separate

ethnic group in this study.) Children (under age 18) made up approximately one quarter of the
population. Males and females were equally distributed.

a.

In a room full of a hundred people randomly chosen from the U.S. 2006 population, how

b.
c.
d.

Of
Of

e.

What assumptionnot necessarily true, and not stated in the problemdo you have to

many of them would you expect to be white?

those, how many would you expect to be children?
those, how many would you expect to be boys?

So, what is the probability that a randomly chosen person in the U.S. in 2006 was a white
boy?
make in order to believe your answer to part (d) is accurate?
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